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Abstract

Generated information is better recognized and recalled than information that is

read. This so-called generation effect has been replicated several times for different

types of material, including texts. Perhaps the most influential demonstration was by

McDaniel et al. (1986, Journal of Memory and Language, 25, 645–656; henceforth

MEDC). This group tested whether the generation effect occurs only if the genera-

tion task stimulates cognitive processes not already stimulated by the text. Numer-

ous studies, however, report difficulties replicating this text by generation-task

interaction, which suggests that the effect might only be found under conditions

closer to the original method of MEDC. To test this assumption, we will closely repli-

cate MEDC's Experiment 2 in German and English-speaking samples. Replicating the

effect would suggest that it can be reproduced, at least under limited conditions,

which will provide the necessary foundation for future investigations into the bound-

ary conditions of this effect, with an eye towards its utility in applied contexts.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Generated information is often better recognized and recalled than

information that is passively encoded. This phenomenon is called the

generation effect and it was first reported for the learning of word

pairs (e.g., McDaniel et al., 1988; Slamecka & Graf, 1978). The classical

paradigm consists of two experimental conditions in which learners

are presented with two words: (1) a context word (e.g., WINTER), and

(2) a related target word (e.g., SNOW) which they should memorize

for a learning test. In the generation condition, the fragmented target

word (e.g., S_ _ W) is presented, and the learner must generate the

target word (SNOW). In the reading condition, the same word is pres-

ented intact. For both conditions, participants must write down the

target words during the learning phase. Typically, learners recognize

and recall the generated target words better than the target words

they merely read. This effect has been replicated several times for

different types of stimulus material, including numbers

(e.g., Gardiner & Rowley, 1984), words (e.g., McDaniel et al., 1988;

Slamecka & Graf, 1978), sentences (e.g., Graf, 1980, 1981; Lutz

et al., 2003), and even rich textual information such as song lyrics

(Goldman & Kelley, 2009) and recipes (Goverover et al., 2008, 2010,

2013, 2014). The effect has also been demonstrated using a diverse

range of generation tasks, including fill-in-the-blanks (Abel &

Hänze, 2019), letter completion (e.g., Einstein et al., 1984; McDaniel &

Kerwin, 1987), unscrambling (e.g., Graf, 1982; McDaniel et al., 1986),

and mental rotation (e.g., Graf, 1982). Moreover, the memory benefit

has also emerged for a wide range of measures, including recognition,

cued and free recall (e.g., McDaniel et al., 1988; Slamecka &

Graf, 1978), and for cloze tasks (DeWinstanley & Bjork, 2004). Finally,

the generation effect has been demonstrated with different retention

intervals and for between- and within-subject designs (see the meta-

analysis by Bertsch et al., 2007).
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1.1 | The generation effect for narrative and
expository texts

One form of the generation effect, which is particularly relevant to

educational contexts, is improving memory for complex narrative and

expository texts (Einstein et al., 1990; McDaniel et al., 1986;

McDaniel et al., 1994; McDaniel et al., 2002). Text generation com-

prises activities for creating the learning material—or at least parts of

it—instead of being presented with an intact text. Two generation par-

adigms in particular that have been empirically shown to be beneficial

for learning with texts are letter completion (filling in letters deleted

throughout the text) and sentence unscrambling (arranging randomly-

ordered sentences into a meaningful order) (e.g., Einstein et al., 1984,

1990; McDaniel et al., 1986, 2002).

However, in contrast to word learning studies, generation does

not seem to consistently enhance learning for full texts. Some studies,

for example, have found no generation effect for narrative texts

(Einstein et al., 1990, Exp. 1; McDaniel et al., 1986, Exp. 1). Others

have failed to replicate the effect for learners with good comprehen-

sion skills (Abel & Hänze, 2019; Exp. 2a of McDaniel et al., 2002) or

for expository texts (Maki et al., 1990, Exp. 1; Schindler et al., 2017;

Thomas & McDaniel, 2007, Exp. 1).

These mixed findings suggest that text generation fails to provide a

consistent advantage over reading for all learners across different condi-

tions. Generation can be understood as an example of desirable difficul-

ties, which are educational measures that make learning intentionally

more difficult to improve outcomes (R. A. Bjork, 1994; E. L. Bjork &

Bjork, 2011). One contextual framework advanced byMcDaniel and But-

ler (2010), describes the outcomes of desirable difficulties as a complex

interaction of learner characteristics, type of test, learning materials, and

tasks (see also Einstein et al., 1990; McDaniel & Einstein, 1989, 2005).

According to this framework, learning can be improved only when diffi-

culties stimulate unique cognitive processes that are not already elicited

by the learners and when the test requirements match the processes

stimulated by the generation task (Schindler et al., 2019).

The material by processing-task interaction proposed by this frame-

work may also explain a phenomenon observed for narrative and expos-

itory texts. Learning with narrative texts can be enhanced by letter

completion, and learning with expository texts can be enhanced by

unscrambling sentences (Einstein et al., 1990; McDaniel et al., 1986,

2002). However, the inverse appears to not to have an effect. That is,

unscrambling does not benefit learning from narratives and letter com-

pletion does not benefit learning from expository texts (Einstein

et al., 1990; McDaniel et al., 1986). A potential explanation for this

divergence was first proposed in the Material Appropriate Processing

(MAP) framework (McDaniel et al., 1986; McDaniel & Einstein, 1989),

now one of the components of the contextual framework proposed by

McDaniel and Butler (2010). According to McDaniel and colleagues, nar-

rative and expository texts have qualitatively different encoding

demands, which interact with the type of generation task. A learning

benefit can only be observed when the generation task is appropriate

for the learning material such that it stimulates cognitive processing that

was not already elicited by the material content.

Narratives typically possess the regular and familiar structure of a

story schema (Rumelhart, 1975). This story schema stimulates relational

processing of the narrative's propositions, aiding organization and inte-

gration (McDaniel et al., 1986). Generating texts by unscrambling sen-

tences also stimulates relational processing because rearranging the

sentences into a meaningful order requires organization and integration

of the sentence propositions. According to the MAP framework,

unscrambling has no effect on learning from a narrative because

unscrambling elicits a process already present during narrative compre-

hension as opposed to eliciting a novel cognitive process. Letter comple-

tion, in contrast, stimulates individual-item or proposition-specific

processing, that is, processing of lexical concepts or relations between

the concepts of a proposition (McDaniel et al., 1986). This process is not

present during narrative comprehension. Thus, the letter completion task

stimulates unique cognitive processes and thereby enhances learning.

Expository texts, in contrast to narrative texts, stimulate individual-

item or proposition-specific processing. This type of text directly

focuses on the comprehension of new or unfamiliar concepts instead of

stimulating organizational and integrative processing between proposi-

tions (Einstein et al., 1990; McDaniel et al., 1986). According to the

MAP framework, learning with expository texts is improved by

unscrambling because this task stimulates cognitive processes not

already elicited by the expository texts. Letter completion, however, has

no effect on learning with expository texts because this form of genera-

tion task stimulates individual-item or proposition-specific processing,

which is already elicited by simply reading the expository text.

1.2 | Replication difficulties

Despite this appealing explanation, a considerable number of studies

report inconsistent findings regarding this genre by generation-type

interaction. Letter completion, for example, had no effect on recall for

narratives in some studies (Einstein et al., 1990, Exp. 1; McDaniel

et al., 1986, Exp. 1; McDaniel et al., 2002; Exp. 2A), and benefited

recall for expository texts in other studies (E. L. Bjork & Storm, 2011,

Exp.1–4; Burnett & Bodner, 2014; Exp. 1 and 2; DeWinstanley &

Bjork, 2004, Exp. 1A-3; Maki et al., 1990, pilot study and Exp. 1), both

findings of which were unexpected according to the MAP framework.

Similarly, sentence unscrambling had no effect on recall for expository

texts in some studies (McDaniel et al., 2002, Exp. 1B; Thomas &

McDaniel, 2007, Exp.1). Also, in some studies, sentence unscrambling

unexpectedly benefitted learning from narratives (Einstein

et al., 1990, Exp. 2; McDaniel et al., 1994, Exp. 1–3). Moreover, Schin-

dler and Richter (in preparation) ran a series of six experiments on this

topic under ecologically-valid and methodologically-stringent condi-

tions. The generation effect was found in only one of the experiments.

This particular experiment most closely resembled the original studies

by McDaniel and colleagues (e.g., McDaniel et al., 1986, 2002)

because learners were not informed of the subsequent test and were

allowed to take as much time as needed to read or generate the texts.

These findings suggest that the generation effect, though difficult to

replicate under ecologically-valid and methodologically-stringent
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conditions, might be replicable under conditions closer to the setting

of the original studies.

These conflicting findings suggest that the text-generation effect

is either unreliable (and thus not useful for educational contexts) or it

is moderated by contextual factors (McDaniel & Butler, 2010). How-

ever, a replication of the original interaction effect is an important and

necessary precondition before investigating potential moderating con-

textual factors. A complete replication of the effect under these lim-

ited conditions will open the door to methods that control for

contextual factors under which the text generation effect might

emerge. Thus, this replication is necessary before text generation

should be utilized as a learning intervention in pedagogical contexts.

1.3 | The present study

The aim of the present study is to replicate the genre by generation-

task interaction found by McDaniel et al. (1986, MEDC). Their study

was the first to propose, test, and support the idea that different gen-

eration tasks (letter completion vs. sentence unscrambling) work dif-

ferently in combination with different types of texts (narratives

vs. expository). The present study will replicate Experiment 2 of

MEDC because the findings provided more convincing evidence for

the framework compared to Experiment 1. Our study will employ an

English-speaking sample to keep the replication as close as possible to

the original method, and will also investigate a German-speaking sam-

ple (using translated materials) to examine whether the generation

effect generalizes to another language.

Participants will read or generate a short narrative (“The Just

Reward” by Guterman, 1945) or an expository text passage (“The
Frozen Country,” modified from Levy, 1981, by MEDC). Participants

in the generation conditions will either fill in missing letters or reorder

scrambled sentences. Subsequently, in an unannounced learning test,

they will be asked to write down as much information from the texts

as they can remember. We are in close contact with the first author

of MEDC to ensure that our method matches as closely as possible to

the original study method (i.e., material, study design, instructions,

and analyses). We expect to find the generation effect, showing a

higher proportion of free recall for narrative texts when missing let-

ters are completed (compared to the reading control condition) and

for expository texts when scrambled sentences are reordered (com-

pared to the reading control condition). No generation effect or a

substantially smaller effect is predicted for unscrambling narratives

and for completing expository texts.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Ethics statement

The study will be conducted in full accordance with the Ethical Guide-

lines of the German Psychological Society (DGPs), the Canadian Tri-

Council Research Ethics guidelines and the American Psychological

Association (APA), and it has been already approved by the local ethics

committees.

2.2 | Transparency

The data will be made available on the Open Science Framework.

2.3 | Participants

As in the original study, participants will be enrolled in introductory

psychology classes (psychology and teaching students) and receive

extra course credit for their participation. In the original study, a total

of 72 students were randomly assigned to six experimental groups in

a 2 (narrative vs. expository text) × 3 (letter completion vs. sentence

unscrambling vs. reading control) between-subjects design, resulting

in 12 participants per group.

In a meta-analysis of the generation effect, Bertsch et al. (2007)

found that the effect was about half the size in between-subjects designs

(d = 0.28) compared to within-subjects designs (d = 0.50). However, this

meta-analysis included no studies that used full text generation. Thus,

whether these findings can be generalized to text generation is still an

open question. To date, the text-generation effect has been demon-

strated with both between-subjects designs (e.g., Abel & Hänze, 2019;

Einstein et al., 1984; MEDC) and within-subjects designs (E. L. Bjork &

Storm, 2011; Goldman & Kelley, 2009; McDaniel et al., 1989).

Using a between-subjects design, MEDC reported main effects

and interactions of considerable size. As predicted, the authors

reported a large effect showing that participants who completed let-

ters for a narrative recalled more information compared to those who

read it, F(1, 66) = 63.77 (equivalent to ηp2 = .49). Participants who

unscrambled sentences for an expository text also recalled more

information compared to those reading it, F(1, 66) = 30.57 (ηp2 = .32).

Lastly, for the overall interaction, letter completion led to the best

recall with the narrative text, and unscrambling with the expository

text, F(2, 66) = 33.57 (ηp2 = .50).

Despite these large effects in the original study, we entered a

medium-sized effect (η2 = .06; Cohen, 1988) in our power analysis

using G*Power (Faul et al., 2007), which revealed a required sample

size of N = 251, with power (1-β) set to .95 and an α-level of .05. We

increased the target sample size to N = 300 (for both the English and

German versions, a total of 600) to account for the substitution of

participants who will report that they have expected the learning test

with participants who will report that they had not, as in the MEDC

study. Participants will be tested in small groups of one to four and be

required to provide written consent before testing.

2.4 | Materials and procedure

The materials and procedure in the present study are as described in

MEDC. Half of the participants in the English-speaking sample will be
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presented with the English version of the Russian narrative, “The Just

Reward” (Guterman, 1945), and the other half with the expository

text “The Frozen Continent” (modified from Levy, 1981, by MEDC).

Both texts will be presented with titles. Each text contains 20 sen-

tences with 83 idea units in the narrative text and 69 idea units in the

expository text. For the German-speaking sample, both texts will be

translated to German. Texts will be translated by a speaker with

native fluency in both languages, and the quality of translation will be

assessed with back-translation using a second translator. In the letter

completion condition, 18% of the letters will be randomly deleted and

replaced with blanks of which 40% will be vowels. In the sentence

unscrambling condition, participants will be randomly assigned to one

of two conditions, each with text consisting of 20 sentences randomly

ordered.

Participants will not be informed of the learning test. Instead,

they will be told that the aim of the study is to investigate their

text comprehension. Processing time to read or generate the texts

will be recorded, and time on task will not be limited. Participants

will then provide a comprehensibility rating for the text on a

5-point Likert scale (1 = did not comprehend the passage at all,

5 = comprehended the passage very well). After a distraction task

(i.e., working on math problems for 5 min), the memory test will be

administered. Participants will be asked to write down as much

information about the text that they can remember in as much time

as they need.

2.4.1 | Post-experimental questionnaire

In a post-experimental questionnaire, participants will be asked

to indicate whether they had expected the memory test or not.

In addition (and as an extension of the original study), demo-

graphics such as gender, age, first language, field of study (psy-

chology or teaching), prior knowledge of the expository text

content, and familiarity with the narrative will be assessed.

These variables will be analyzed to check for comparability of

the experimental groups. In case of significant differences

between groups, these variables will be statistically controlled in

additional analyses.

3 | ANALYSES AND EXPECTED RESULTS

Separate analyses will be conducted for the German and the

English-speaking samples. As in the original study by MEDC, partici-

pants who report that they had expected the memory test will be

excluded from analyses. We will run additional analyses that include

the whole sample, if we find that the difference between the

memory-test means of the excluded participants and the included

participants is nonsignificant. All statistical significance tests will be

based on a Type-I error rate of .05. Statistically significant results

will also be subjected to a Bonferroni–Holm correction for multiple

testing.

3.1 | Generation accuracy

As in the original study, the mean proportions of letters that are gen-

erated correctly in the letter completion condition will be computed

for both texts. Mean deviation scores (i.e., the deviation of the sen-

tences from their original position in the unscrambled text) will also be

calculated for the narrative and the expository text in the

unscrambling condition and compared using a two-sample t test.

Mean deviation scores for both texts will be compared with the devia-

tion scores of the randomly scrambled texts, separately for both ran-

dom orders, using one-sample t tests. If the participants carefully

order the scrambled sentences, the ordered texts should approximate

the proper order of sentences and should show lower deviation

scores than the two random sentence orders.

3.2 | Processing time

Effects of genre (narrative vs. expository) and learning condition (let-

ter completion vs. sentence unscrambling vs. reading control) on

processing time will be analyzed in a two-factor between-subjects

analysis of variance (ANOVA), with processing time as dependent var-

iable. According to MEDC, participants in the letter completion and

sentence unscrambling conditions are predicted to have longer

processing times for both texts because of increased encoding diffi-

culty compared to those in the reading control condition.

3.3 | Comprehensibility ratings

Effects of genre and learning condition on text comprehensibility will

be analyzed in a two-factor between-subjects ANOVA with compre-

hensibility ratings as the dependent variable. Although it seems plausi-

ble to assume that the reported comprehensibility of the two texts

will differ for the letter completion and sentence unscrambling condi-

tions (compared to the reading control condition), MEDC found no

effect of learning condition on the comprehensibility ratings. They

found, however, a main effect of genre, indicating better comprehen-

sibility of the narrative compared to the expository text. Thus, in the

present study, the narrative is expected to be rated as more compre-

hensible than the expository text.

3.4 | Free recall

As in the original study, recall accuracy for each idea unit in the two

texts will be scored (correctly recalled = 1, not mentioned or incor-

rectly recalled = 0; no partial scoring). About 9% of the protocols will

be scored by two different raters. If inter-rater reliability is high

(Cohen's κ > .75), all of the remaining protocols will be scored by one

of the two raters. Effects of genre and learning condition on free recall

will be analyzed in a two-factor between-subjects ANOVA with pro-

portion of correctly recalled information as the dependent variable. In
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line with MEDC, an interaction is expected. Participants should recall

more information correctly when they complete letters in the narra-

tive and when they reorder the sentences of the expository text (com-

pared to the reading control condition). However, recall will not

improve or will improve less when unscrambling sentences of the nar-

rative or completing letters in the expository text compared to the

reading control condition. This interaction should persist even if

processing time is included as a covariate in an analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA).

To account for the multilevel structure of the data (idea units

and participants), an additional Generalized Linear Mixed Model

(GLMM) with a logit link function will be estimated for recall accu-

racy of idea units (Dixon, 2008). Genre (−1 = Narrative, 1 = Exposi-

tory text) will be included as contrast-coded predictor variable in the

GLMM. Learning condition will be included as two contrast-coded

predictor variables, each comparing one of the generation conditions

with the reading control condition (−1 = Reading, 1 = Letter comple-

tion, 0 = Sentence unscrambling; −1 = Reading, 0 = Letter comple-

tion, 1 = Sentence unscrambling). Test expectancy will be included

as dummy-coded predictor variable with participants who report

that they had not expected a test being the reference group (test

not expected = 0, test expected = 1). Also, interaction terms will be

included. Processing time will be included as a grand-mean centered

control variable. Intercepts for participants and idea units will be

allowed to vary randomly. Hypotheses are the same as for the

ANCOVA reported by MEDC. In the case that the experimental

groups are not comparable with respect to participants' prior knowl-

edge and familiarity, both variables will be statistically controlled in

the GLMM.

3.5 | Timeline

Data collection in the laboratory will likely not be possible before

Spring 2021 because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Once started, we

aim for data collection and analysis to be completed within 5 months

so that the manuscript can be resubmitted for Stage 2 review in

autumn 2021.

4 | CONCLUSION

The existing research has produced inconsistent findings regarding

the reliability and generalizability of the text generation effect. The

present study aims to closely replicate the most influential demon-

stration of the genre by generation-task interaction, Experiment 2 of

McDaniel et al. (1986), using both a German- and an English-

speaking sample. Replicating this interaction in these two samples

would provide valuable evidence that the effect can be reliably

reproduced, at least under limited conditions. It would also provide

the foundation for directed investigations into the boundary condi-

tions of this effect, with an eye towards its utility in applied

contexts.
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